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ABSTRACT
In the software industry, there is a strong shift from traditional phase-based development towards agile methods and practices. This paper reports on a case study aimed at investigating if, and how, agile Requirements Engineering (RE) can remediate the challenges of traditional RE, and what new challenges agile RE may pose. The results from an initial case study with 9 practitioners from a large software development company, which is transitioning towards agile-inspired processes, show that agile practices address some RE challenges such as communication gaps and overscoping, but also cause new challenges, such as striking a good balance between agility and stability, and ensuring sufficient competence in cross-functional development teams.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specification – methodologies (e.g., object-oriented, structured)

General Terms
Management, Documentation, Human Factors.

Keywords
Requirements engineering, Agile, Empirical study, Case study.

1. INTRODUCTION
Requirements Engineering (RE) for agile software development (e.g., eXtreme Programming [1], Scrum [14]) is different from traditional Requirements Engineering. Traditionally, requirements are managed by RE specialists, in a phase separated in time from design and development, and documented in specific requirements artefacts. In contrast, in agile Requirements Engineering the detailed requirements are defined gradually in interaction between the customer (or customer representative) and the development team. Agile RE is often less formal and therefore not always explicitly denoted ‘RE’, and the requirements are not always documented. The RE for agile software development versus traditional (phase-based) software development has been compared (e.g. [7]). There are also a number of experience reports on the differences (e.g. [5], [13]) and the challenges of transitioning to agile methods (e.g. [13]). Based on a large empirical study of companies that use agile methods [10], six agile RE practices have been identified including their benefits and challenges.

In order to further increase the understanding of agile practices, we empirically investigated the following research questions: (RQ1) how do agile RE practices address the challenges of traditional RE, and (RQ2) what new challenges do agile RE practices incur. We have performed a case study at a large-scale software development company that is transferring from a traditional to an agile RE process. The study investigates challenges of traditional RE, their causes and consequences, and how the newly introduced agile RE practices affect this situation. Results for two of the challenges (for traditional RE) have been reported, namely Overscoping [2] and Communication gaps [3]. The other RE challenges (covered by the full study) are Keeping the SRS updated, Development Work Monitored from Requirements and Manual Selection of Requirements for Products. In this paper, we report on the findings around the impact of the agile RE practices.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background information about the context of our industrial case study. Section 3 describes the methodology used in this study. Section 4 contains the results from the interviews, while we in Section 5 interpret and conclude the results of the study, and describe future research.

2. THE CASE COMPANY
Our results are based on empirical data from industrial projects at a large company that is using a product line approach [9]. The company has around 5000 employees and develops embedded systems for a global market. A typical project has a lead time of up to 2 years and develops around 60-80 new features, corresponding to approximately 700-1000 detailed requirements. Each feature is developed by a cross-functional team including around 2-10 developers. In combination with the legacy functionality, which amounts to a very complex and large set of requirements at various abstraction levels in the order of magnitude of 20,000 entities, it is an example of the Very-Large Scale Requirements Engineering context [11].

To meet the challenges of high requirements volatility in very-large scale software development, the case company is introducing a new development process that is partly influenced by the agile method Scrum [14]. The responsibility for
requirements management has been transferred from the (previous) requirements unit, partly into the business unit and partly into the software development unit. The old stage-gate model is replaced by a continuous development model with a toll-gate structure for the software releases of the software product line (to allow coordination with hardware and product projects.) Five RE-related agile practices are being introduced at the company, namely:

- **One Continuous Scope Flow.** The scope for all software releases is continuously planned and managed via a priority-based list (comparable to a product backlog.) The business unit gathers and prioritizes features from a business perspective. The software unit estimates the cost and potential delivery date for each feature, based on priority and available software resource capacity.

- **Cross-Functional Development Teams** that include a customer representative assigned by the business unit (comparable to customer proxy.) These teams have the full responsibility for defining the detailed requirements, implementing and testing a feature (from the common priority-based list) within the given boundaries of time and resources.

- **Integrated Requirements Engineering.** The requirements engineering tasks are integrated with the other development activities, i.e. the detailing and formal documentation of requirements is done at the same time as design and development of the feature and within the same (development) team together with its customer representative (proxy).

- **Gradual & Iterative Detailing of Requirements.** The requirements are first defined at the high level (features in the priority-based list) and then iteratively refined, by the development team, into more detailed requirements as the design and implementation work progresses.

- **User Stories & Acceptance Criteria** [6] are used to formally document the requirements agreed for development. The acceptance criteria are then covered by test cases.

At the time of the study all of these methods were defined in the company’s internal development process. The methods **One Continuous Scope Flow** and **Cross-Functional Development Teams** were fully implemented and applied in the projects, while the **Gradual & Iterative Detailing of Requirements** was partly implemented and the usage of **User Stories & Acceptance Criteria** and **Integrated Requirements Engineering** were in the process of being implemented (training and tool support was being planned.)

The size and complexity of the software development remains the same as with the previous process. The impact on project lead times is to be evaluated.

## 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research was conducted using a qualitative research approach [8] that aims at understanding complex phenomena in the context where they exist. Semi-structured interviews with a high degree of discussion between the interviewer and the interviewee [12] were performed in order to study the impact of the agile practices. The experience of one of the authors (who has worked at the case company) has served as input in shaping the interview instrument (available on-line [4].) It covers (1) a number of challenges of traditional RE, and their potential causes and consequences, and (2) a number of agile RE practices, their impact on the previous RE challenges and which new challenges they may pose. The data from the transcripts was analyzed by using content analysis [8] based on the interview instrument [4]. The transcribed chunks of text were placed within the relevant sections (corresponding to challenges and agile practices.) These were numbered and relationships were captured by noting dependencies to and from each category in specific columns.

Nine practitioners who have worked for the case company for 5-8 years were interviewed. Their roles (in the old process) cover the full project life cycle from requirements definition through development to the end product. They currently work with early software technology studies (2 persons), software project management (2 persons), software quality management (3 persons), software process management (1 person), and software development (1 person.)

**Limitations.** The set of agile practices covered by the study is limited to the practices adopted by the case company and the set of challenges is limited to the challenges experienced at the case company. Further, the results may not be valid for cases with characteristics too dissimilar from the case in this study.

## 4. RESULTS

This section reports on the responders’ view of the agile RE practices; which RE challenges they address, and which (new) challenges they incur. Table 1 contains an overview of the results. Our interpretation and conclusions can be found in Section 5.

### 4.1 One Continuous Scope Flow

The challenge of **overscoping** (aka over allocation) is seen to be addressed by this practice (which was implemented at the time of our study.) The practice unites the inflow of requirements to the development unit into one list of features that is continuously re-prioritized and agreed with development according to the amount of available capacity. In combination with a short preparation period for each feature (where it is prepared for development) this practice is experienced to reduce the amount of **wasted effort** and subsequent loss of **staff motivation** when features are dropped and removed from the project scope. It was also mentioned that this practice has improved the **communication** around planning, resulting in more efficient and co-ordinated planning between the business unit and the development units.

In general, the view is that there is (still) a tendency towards overscoping: the business unit requests unrealistically large amounts of features, which are **weakly prioritized** (most features are critical) and the development unit commits **without planning for agility,** i.e. for handling changes later on. In addition, the development teams **underestimate the effort** required for development. However, the practice has brought transparency and visibility to the scoping process. As stated by one interviewee, ‘We still have overscoping in all projects. But, it is more controlled now and easier to remove things without having done too much work.’ Another consequence of this practice, mentioned by the interviewees, is that the **system is not complete until late** in the life cycle, with the risk of not uncovering system-level issues until late in the project.
4.2 Cross-Functional Development Teams

This practice (which was implemented at the time of the study) was experienced to address communication gaps, though several interviewees also mentioned that communication within cross-functional teams is a challenge. For example, several interviewees mentioned that the customer representative (or proxy) is not always sufficiently available and involved in the development team. Overscoping is also seen to be addressed by this practice; since the team can focus on the most important and relevant requirements for their feature. In addition to implementing a feature, a cross-functional team is responsible for defining and documenting the requirements for a feature. This is believed to address both the challenge of keeping the SRS updated, as well as, the challenge of development work monitored from requirements. It was also mentioned that this practice increases the clarity of requirement coverage and degree to which customer expectations are met; by working closely together unclariesthe requirements can be resolved early on. This results in requirements of higher quality (e.g. clearer, unambiguous) and subsequent higher software quality (less errors), as well as, less waste due to rework since issues are resolved already while discussing requirements. One respondent contrasted this view by pointing out that independent testing leads to increased quality, i.e. where there is a communication gap and competition between developers and testers more issues are found and reported.

Challenges experienced in applying this practice include difficulties with (already mentioned) customer-proxy role, including innovative ideas from the developers, ensuring sufficient test competence within the team, as well as, getting the development teams to document requirements.

4.3 Integrated RE Process

Communication gaps are also seen to be addressed by integrating the requirements engineering work into the software development process; both by describing the development process in one (unified) development process, and by integrating the requirements work with other development work. (At the time of the interviews this practice was described in the process, but only partly implemented.) The awareness of each others’ roles is believed to increase when they are all defined in the same process description. In addition, by bringing the requirements engineering tasks closer to the development work, several interviewees have experienced that the business and the engineering roles actively discuss the requirements and so gain an increased common understanding, which increases their ability to find solutions that satisfy both business and engineering aspects. One interviewee said, ‘Working together on the requirements, you understand each other better and solve problems as you go along.’

4.4 Gradual Detailing of Requirements

When detailing the requirements gradually and iteratively, as the development progresses, it is natural to expect that the requirements are actively worked with throughout development. (At the time of the interviews, this practice was under implementation.) Gradual detailing of requirements was mentioned as addressing the challenges of monitoring development from a requirements perspective and communication gaps within development, as well as, between business role(s) and development team. This, in turn, was believed to lead to a more feasible scope, i.e. less overscoping. Finalizing and documenting the detailed requirements only when they are needed for implementation means that the requirements are (by then) more stable and less likely to change. This was mentioned by several of the interviewees as addressing the challenge of keeping the SRS updated and, by one interviewee, as resulting in a more reliable requirements specification (closer to what is actually implemented.) It was also mentioned that this reduces the (wasted) effort that would be required to handle the updates for those changes (that now occur before the detailing takes place.)
A couple of the interviewees had experienced a lack of a clear requirements picture at the beginning of development. This had resulted in significant requirements changes during the development with subsequent rework and frustration within the development team.

### 4.5 User Stories & Acceptance Criteria

Defining requirements with user stories [6] was mentioned by a couple of interviewees as a way to facilitate the communication between business and engineering roles, and (by expressing the viewpoint of the users) increase the probability of capturing and meeting the customers’ expectations. (This practice was agreed, but not implemented at the time of the interviews.) One interviewee also believed that the user story technique increases the quality of the requirements; by ensuring that the user context is captured, the actual requirements are more clearly communicated. Documenting detailed requirements as acceptance test criteria was believed to increases the motivation of the developers to work with requirements since, as expressed by one interviewee, ‘code is more fun to write than requirements.’ (The case company uses automatic test cases.) It was also mentioned that this practice is believed to address the challenge of keeping the SRS updated (by generating it from the acceptance test cases.)

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

Our results indicate that agile practices (at least partly) remedy several challenges and issues related to traditional RE in large-scale software development, though they also pose new challenges. By improving the communication between the business and the engineering roles (with cross-functional teams, gradual & iterative detailing of requirements, and user stories) the requirements can be identified, communicated and agreed upon more efficiently. Also, defining the project scope via one continuous & unified list of scope where the most prioritized features are worked on first (to some degree) addresses overscoping.

Transferring an organization to agile RE practices is in itself a challenge that requires major mind-set changes; the business unit must adapt to gradual commitment to project scope and to becoming more involved with development teams through-out the project life cycle; the development unit needs to become actively involved in the requirements detailing and management. Our results also uncover some challenges with agile RE practices such as ensuring sufficient competence (customer representatives, requirements and testing), including innovative ideas from development, and striking a good balance between agility and stability both at project level (degree of commitment in relation to flexibility for late changes) and within a development team (accuracy in effort estimates in relation to level of requirements detailing.) For the methods that had not yet been fully implemented at the time of the study (User Stories & Acceptance Criteria and Integrated RE), our interviewees did not mention any (new) challenges with these practices. We assume this is due to lack of experience with applying the methods, and therefore pose interesting points to revisit.

Future research includes investigating the impact of different levels of agility, the long-term effects of agile methods in large-scale software development, as well as, widening the research to include more software companies.
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